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AG DEFENDS

FIRINGS
he firings of three Free

National Movement

members of parliament

was in keeping with par-

liamentary rules. This

was expressed by a

Attorney General, Carl Bethel before

kicking off debate on the 2018/2019

budget in the Senate yesterday.

Two parliamentary secretaries and a

board chairman being stripped of their

duties after voting against the govern-

ment’s decision to up value added tax,

was a move Senator Bethel  said aligns

with his party’s track record of stern-

ness, adherence to the rules and recon-

ciliation.

Amid the furor  in some circles

about the course of action taken, Mr.

Bethel sought to make it quite clear

that as a Member of Parliament, one

has the alienable right to speak freely;

but, on a matter of confidence – as the

case in the vote on an increase in value

added tax – that MP must tow the line

and vote with the governing party on

the matter. 

“These are not Bahamian rules,

these are the rules that are intrinsic to

the parliamentary system of govern-

ment, Bethel said.

By JaMeeLha MISSICK
Journal Staff Writer

4 Attorney General, Carl Bethel
(Journal file photo)

Budget
“a Bitter Pill” 

TT
g See deFends FIrInGs / page 2...

There is a  sincere attempt

for the government to rise to

meet the challenges which

confront our young nation.

Those were the words

Attorney General, Carl

Bethel, in the senate yester-

day as he defended what is

being called  the 2018/2019

People’s Budget.

The Attorney General

added that the budget is an

enormous exercise in fiscal

and financial restraints.  On

the other hand, it’s a poor

national self-sacrifice and

burden bearing.

By JaMeeLha MISSICK
Journal Staff Writer

PM: Grand Bahama Ideal For Tech Industry

Prime Minister Doctor Hubert

Minnis  says “Grand Bahama is the

ideal location within The Bahamas

that can support the establishment

and growth of a technology cluster

and block chain and other software

companies that can jumpstart the

technology industry in The

Bahamas.” 

Dr. Minnis  was giving  the

keynote address yesterday at the

first ever block chain and cryp-

tocurrency conference  in Freeport,

Grand Bahama. 

The prime minister said that the

government has made significant

progress with the passing of the

Commercial Enterprise Act. 

He said, “ in The Bahamas, we

understand that establishing and

growing a technology industry sec-

tor is not easy.

“The Bahamas is uniquely posi-

tioned to quickly become the juris-

diction of choice of technology

companies, particularly block chain

technology companies and fintech

solution providers.” 

Prime Minister Minnis also said

that in order to make this endeavor

a success in The Bahamas, several

key components must be in place. 

These include policies that

encourage the vision, an educated

and motivated workforce with

access to higher education, profes-

sional development resources, a

flexible immigration policy, and

infrastructure that can support pop-

ulation growth. 

He said that this will provide

telecommunications services that

are on par with the rest of the

world. 

He added, “Grand Bahama was

designed and has infrastructure to

support 250,000 residents. Today, it

has a population of just about

40,000 residents. Broadband con-

nectivity is of the highest quality in

The Bahamas.”

By Leah COOPer
Journal Staff Writer

g See “a BITTer PIll” / page 4...

The Leader of the Official

Opposition Philip Davis

says that Prime Minister

Minnis was confused in his

firing of  Members of his

party for voting against the

increase of Value Added Tax

in the House of Assembly.

In a press statement  Mr.

Davis  said, “The Prime

Minister was confused in the

House  by calling the vote,

one on which the whip was

on, and threatening to fire

anyone who dared not to

vote for it.  After having so

declared that, he later con-

tradicted himself in his own

statement to the House when

he said the budget actions of

his government were some-

thing which moved his (the

Prime Minister’s) con-

science.  

PM Confused
On Firings,
Says Davis

g See PM conFused / page 2...

4 Leader of the Official
Opposition Philip Davis
(Journal file photo)

4 PM IS KEYNOTE SPEAKER – Prime Minister, Dr. the Hon. 
Hubert Minnis was keynote speaker at the opening of the 

Bahamas Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Conference at the 
Grand Lucayan, June 20, 2018. (BIS Photos/Lisa Davis) g See Ideal For Tech IndusTry / page 2...

4 GOVERNMENT AND PRESENTERS – Prime Minister of The Bahamas, Dr. the Hon. Hubert Minnis (centre right), along with Deputy Prime 
Minister, the Hon. Peter Turnquest (centre left), Minister of Education, the Hon. Jeffrey Lloyd (eighth left), Minister of Transport and Local
Government, the Hon. Frankie Campbell (fifth right) and Minister of State for Grand Bahama, Senator the Hon. Kwasi Thompson (sixth 
right), along with other Government officials and Senators stand with some of the conference presenters and international participants 
at the Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Conference, following opening ceremonies on Wednesday, June 20, 2018 at the Grand Lucayan.
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The Bahamas Premium

Cigar Association says  the

government should embrace

rather than stifle significant

economic opportunity.

In a statement released

yesterday  BPCA President

Michael Maragh said it came

to their attention that the

government is considering

the imposition of both a sin

tax and a new tobacco con-

trol bill. 

The BPCA President said

while they fully support all

efforts to raise awareness of

and protect the public from

the dangers associated with

inexpensive, mass-produced

and widely available tobacco

products, they must strongly

oppose any attempt to

include high-end, premium

cigars in the same category.

Study after study has

shown these products to have

nowhere near the same level

of risk in terms of either

health concerns or addiction.

In, addition, with a pro-

hibitive starting price of $10-

$15 per cigar, there is no

conceivable chance of wide-

spread consumption.

Yet hundreds of

Bahamians generate income

from the sale of premium

cigars to visitors, as these

luxury items remain key to

the mystique of the region as

a destination.

He requested that the gov-

ernment exempt premium,

high-end cigars from any sin

tax to be imposed on other

tobacco products and reduce

the current 220 per cent  tax

on premium cigars.

In addition, he said  the

industry  should be exempt-

ed from the more onerous

provisions of the proposed

tobacco control bill, includ-

ing  prohibitions which

would effectively end cigar

smoking on golf courses, in

luxury airport lounges and

on casino floors.

He complained about

restrictions on advertising,

meaning that local luxury

cigar producers would no

longer be able to promote

their products, even on their

own social media pages,

advise the public about

rolling events, or demon-

strate this skill at cultural

festivals and other events. 

There are prohibitions

against purchasing and sell-

ing cigar branded lighters,

cigar ashtrays, cutters, cases,

or humidors.

They also request that at

least two members of the

tobacco industry be named

to the tobacco control board

which is contemplated in the

bill.

The BPCA encourages

The Bahamas government

to embrace this huge eco-

nomic opportunity for

Bahamians and allow it to

flourish to the benefit of

local employers, workers,

the tourism industry and the

country’s economy general-

ly.
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MiniStry OF Finance
PUBLIC NOTICE

“This is what makes the parliamentary sys-

tem of government, quite frankly, far more effi-

cient as a system of governance than the

biggest competitor around, which is the con-

gressional system.”

Now while the argument has  been made that

The Bahamas change its system, the Attorney

General  explained that the Westminster system

of government is a lousy one, but it’s the best

yet devised. 

“First of all, the congressional system is a

very expensive system to operate, secondly, a

congressional system is very inefficient.

“If the house decides they don’t like the sen-

ate or none like the president, nobody does

anything. 

“We saw this for eight years with President

Obama, where the system was able to be used

to totally frustrate the work of people, by per-

sons in this congressional system.

“Is that what Bahamians would wish?

“Well, the only other alternative is some

form of a dictatorial system, and none of us

would like that,” said Senator Bethel.

The Attorney General  expressed  optimism

that things will settle down and that in time,

peace and harmony will be restored within the

governing party at all levels. 

“It is to be hoped, as I have said, that The

Free National Movement will continue in its

tradition of reconciliation and forward

progress.

“I am happy to note, and to have heard, that

[Pineridge] Member of Parliament McAlpine,

[has] a commitment to the party. We have our

differences, but he expressed a commitment to

the party. 

“Because at the end of the day, why do we

run or seek to hold office in a government

unless we have a basic level of commitment.”

“It is clear that while he

saw it as matter of con-

science, he could not counte-

nance the conscience of oth-

ers. Only he is allowed to

have a conscience.

“So one short year later,

four people have been dis-

missed from their executive

positions in the government

because they dared to speak

their minds and exercise

their own deliberate judg-

ments and free consciences.

More importantly, each con-

sulted his constituents and

reflected the wishes of their

constituents in their vote in

the House. This gives the lie

to the assertion that the Free

National Movement gives

one wit about freedom of

speech and about transparen-

cy and accountability.  It is:

"do as I say do or out you

go", said Mr. Davis.

He said, “The PLP wel-

comes the vote by these men

of conscience.  We think it is

particularly egregious and

galling that the man who the

Prime Minister used to lure

the youth to his side by elect-

ing a person in his early

twenties to the House in one

Travis Robinson has now

had his political career

lopped off for acting accord-

ing to his conscience. The

Prime Minister is now

exposed for what he is: a

political hypocrite,” said the

PLP leader.

The prime minister

announced last Monday in his

2018/2019 budget communi-

cation the Government will

be providing free tuition at

the Bahamas Vocational and

Technical Institute (BTVI). 

He noted yesterday that

the school offers degree pro-

grams Information

Technology for all individu-

als interested in pursuing a

career in the technology sec-

tor.

PM: Grand Bahama Ideal For Tech Industry

PM Confused On Firings, Says Davis

AG DEFENDS FIRINGS

The topic of the increase in  Value

Added Tax (VAT)  has been  discussed

throughout the country  since the day

the  2018/2019 national  budget was

first introduced to the Bahamian pub-

lic. Members of the public  inter-

viewed by this Journal  have given

mixed  reactions  to the increase.

While  everyone  offered different

views,  some people were expecting

the increase in VAT. 

Freeport, Grand Bahama resident,

Mr. Mcfall says that he has two kids;

one attending the University  of the

Bahamas in Freeport and the other

attending Mary Star of the Sea

Primary school. He says that if the

VAT increase eliminates the need for

the countries dollar to devalue  and

assists in cutting down the deficit,

he’s all for it. But the increase came as

no surprise to him. He expected VAT

to increase to 15 per cent,  so the 12

per cent  is no excuse to fold. Mr.

Mcfall says with all the other positive

things they (the government)  did for

the Bahamian people with all the

exceptions, etc., this is a walk in the

park.

Mr. Mcfall says that he doesn’t feel

as though his personal life and spend-

ing will change. His necessities will

remain the same and no matter how

much VAT increases, he will support

his family.

However, chauffeur Shervin has a

different opinion all around. He says

that this will be a game changer for

Bahamians and  Bahamians have  not

seen anything like this since the mace

was thrown out of the window of the

House of Assembly. Shervin agreed

completely with the decision that the

four  MP’s made to vote no and says

that this will change things for his

family. 

54-year-old, Arnold Bullard was

most willing and ready to give his

views on the issue. He advises

Bahamians to tighten up and shop

more at home by paying taxes in our

own country, pumping money back

in, rather than shopping away and

paying their taxes with no complaints. 

He says that this is the time for

Bahamians to save and invest more

money. He encourages his  five  kids

to do so.  He encourages the

Bahamian public to do so also.

“I believe the VAT is necessary.

Let’s keep in mind that the PLP did

implement the 7.5 per cent, the FNM

came and implemented another 4.5

per cent.  We can’t blame the FNM for

everything. Irresponsible spending

over the years has caused the govern-

ment to have no other choice but to

come up with the money,” says Mr.

Bullard. 

As many Bahamians that are furi-

ous, there are just as much that have

accepted the change. 

By tIa thOMPSOn
Journal Staff Writer

VAT Increase Gets Mixed Views

Juvenile arraigned for Murder

A 17-year-old male of Periwinkle Avenue, off Kemp

Road stood before magistrate Koschina Marshall yesterday

at 2pm. He was charged with unlawful harm and the inten-

tional cause of death of Michael Johnson  on Homestead

Street on June 4th  this year.   Johnson was shot shortly

while standing outside his home, when a dark coloured jeep

pulled up and fired shots at him leaving him injured and

eventually dead. The case  was  adjourned  to August 9th. 

Sin Tax Threatens a Local Industry
By BerthOny MCDerMOtt

Journal Staff Writer

gg Continued from / PAGE 1...

gg Continued from / PAGE 1...
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tradeWindS 2018 Military training
drill at SOuth Beach pOOlS

4 Tradewinds 2018 military training participants from the Royal Bahamas 
Defence and Police Forces, the United States and Mexico, performed the final 

exercise with the scenario of rescue and extraction of hostages on June 20, 2018, 
at the South Beach Pools, in Nassau, The Bahamas.  Two Black Hawk helicopters 

and RBDF military vehicles assisted in the extraction portion of the exercise. 
Among the stakeholders present for the exercise were a number of leaders of local 

and international uniformed forces, including Commander of the Royal Bahamas
Defence Force (RBDF) and Chief of Defence for the Tradewinds 2018 Exercise

Commodore Tellis Bethel, Assistant Commissioner of Police Ken Strachan, 
Acting Commissioner of Correctional Services Bernadette M. Thompson-Murray, 
and Major General Robert M. Branyon of the United States Southern Command.

4 tradewinds 2018 is an annual
regional military training exercise

that is being held in the

Bahamas June 14-21; this year's

exercise focuses on Countering

transnational Organized crime

in the region. the main objective

of the military event is to foster

training for security forces that is

"tailored for the region by the

region," and is sponsored by the

United States Southern

Command.  twenty-two partner

nations of the Caribbean region,

wider americas and Western

europe comprising over 800

troops are participating in the

exercise.  the Bahamas last

hosted the event in 2009.

(BIs Photos / eric rose)
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“We are all called upon to

make sacrifices and to carry

heavy burdens.  

“Yes there are aspects of

this budget that are a bitter,

bitter, pill. 

“But it is a bitter pill that

we are all called upon to

shoulder, to carry, to inward-

ly digest,” said the Senator.

Senator Bethel added that

there are some serious struc-

tural problems which must

be tackled because they are

unsustainable and unsustain-

ably damaging the bright

future of the country.

Our reality, he said, is that

we have to do more with

less.

“We know the reality is

that one can only usually do

less, with less. That is the

reality of where the nation

stands today,” said the

Senate leader.

Budget
“a Bitter Pill” 
gg Continued from / PAGE 1...

FREEPORT, GRaNd

BahaMa -- The Ministry

of Education, in partnership

with the Office of the Prime

Minister, will launch a pro-

gram that will allow 150 stu-

dents in Grand Bahama and

Nassau to take part in an

innovative High Tech

Summer Training Program.

“Over the next three sum-

mers and before they gradu-

ate high school, they would

have obtained IT certifica-

tions,” said Minister of State

for Grand Bahama, Senator

Kwasi Thompson.

“The certifications which

they will obtain will be in

Python Development,

Website Development, Java

Script, Linux Fundamentals,

Network Certification and

others. We are focused on

training and capacity build-

ing for a digital economy.” 

According to Minister

Thompson, the program,

which was the brainchild of

the Prime Minister, will

begin on the 27th of this

month.

The announcement came

during Minister Thompson’s

address at the opening cere-

monies of the first Bahamas

Blockchain and

Cryptocurrency Conference,

at Grand Lucayan resort on

Wednesday, June 20, 2018.

The conference will close on

Friday, June 22.

Minister Thompson told

conference delegates that

The Bahamas is in the final

stages of completing its

framework for blockchain

and cryptocurrency and will

closely monitor the discus-

sions and recommendations

from professionals and pan-

elists at the 2018 conference.

“Over the next three days

we seek to realize our goal of

facilitating investments,

starting and developing com-

panies, and building business

relationships with

Blockchain technology com-

panies,” said Minister

Thompson.

“We hope that through

this conference we see the

establishment Blockchain,

Cryptocurrency, and FinTech

enterprises, which we antici-

pate will transform financial

services in The Bahamas and

continue to do so globally.

The Minister said that the

conference is truly a historic

event and one that is in line

with the government’s over-

all goal for Grand Bahama.

“Upon taking office last

year, this government dedi-

cated itself to making The

Bahamas a premier place to

do business. We firmly

believe that Grand Bahama

Island is uniquely suited to

become an internationally

recognized technology and

innovation hub.

“As such, we have set out

to establish Grand Bahama

as this region’s Silicon

Valley.”

Minister Thompson noted

that in November of last

year, the Office of the Prime

Minister (Grand Bahama)

hosted its first Technology

Summit, which was instru-

mental in beginning the

strategic planning process of

building a technology sector

for The Bahamas. He said

that the government has

since begun implementing

recommendations of the

Steering Committee.

The hosting of the

Bahamas Blockchain and

Cryptocurrency Conference

is the coming to life of one of

those recommendations. 

“Over the past year, we

have made significant

progress on this Technology

Hub initiative,” said Minister

Thompson. “The Committee

has met and has provided the

government with a strategic

plan on how we move for-

ward.

“Our Prime Minister, who

has been Grand Bahama’s

champion, has led a delega-

tion on a Tech Trade Mission

to Austin, Texas, to meet

with Tech Giants. The

Commercial Enterprise Act

has been passed and

Technology companies have

already been fast tracked and

approved.

“We have formed an

investment unit in the OPM

Grand Bahama, focusing on

investor white glove treat-

ment particularly for tech-

nology companies. These

officers are on site and ready

to assist local and interna-

tional investors. We are

focused on cutting down the

approval time for applica-

tions with a goal of a 30-day

approval process.

“The Ministry of Finance

has embarked on a Digital

transformation process of

government which will bring

immediate change for our

citizens. We have also

attracted major technology

company conferences. For

example Dell has communi-

cated that over 1000 employ-

ees will be in The Bahamas

for their 2019 conference.

“We have also seen the

recent opening of GIBC

Digital who has already

begun hiring and training a

total of 50 Bahamians and

will officially open this

month.”

Minister Thompson said it

is his belief that Grand

Bahama is well on its way to

becoming ‘the’ premier place

to do business. He welcomed

investors to dialogue with

the government to set up

business on the island and

find their second home in

Grand Bahama.

By anDreW COaKLey

MINISTER ThOMPSON --
Gov’t. to launch high tech
Summer training Program

4 OPENS BLOCKCHAIN CONfERENCE – Minister of State for Grand 
Bahama, Senator Kwasi Thompson was one of the main speakers at 

the opening of the Bahamas Blockchain Cryptocurrency Conference on 
Wednesday, June 20, 2018 at the Grand Lucayan. (BIS Photo/Lisa Davis)
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as our great neighbour to the north wallows

in [and responds] to trumpism tinged with

echoes of fascism, we must pay attention!

What follows is an excerpt culled from the

new york times where we read that: -- In

africa, the presidents who serve longest are

often the most corrupt, multiplying the harm

they inflict with each passing year.

Meanwhile, the possibility that fascism will

be accorded a fresh chance to strut around

the world stage is enhanced by the volatile

presidency of donald Trump.

If freedom is to prevail over the many

challenges to it, american leadership is

urgently required. This was among the

indelible lessons of the 20th century. But by

what he has said, done and failed to do, Mr.

Trump has steadily diminished america’s

positive clout in global councils.

“On april 28, 1945 — 73 years ago — Italians

hung the corpse of their former dictator Benito

Mussolini upside down next to a gas station in

Milan. two days later, adolf hitler committed

suicide in his bunker beneath the streets of war-

ravaged Berlin. Fascism, it appeared, was

dead.

“to guard against a recurrence, the survivors

of war and the holocaust joined forces to create

the United nations, forge global financial institu-

tions and — through the Universal Declaration

of human rights — strengthen the rule of law.

In 1989, the Berlin Wall came down and the

honour roll of elected governments swelled not

only in Central europe, but also Latin america,

africa and asia. almost everywhere, it seemed,

dictators were out and democrats were in.

Freedom was ascendant.

“today, we are in a new era, testing whether

the democratic banner can remain aloft amid

terrorism, sectarian conflicts, vulnerable bor-

ders, rogue social media and the cynical

schemes of ambitious men. the answer is not

self-evident. 

“We may be encouraged that most people in

most countries still want to live freely and in

peace, but there is no ignoring the storm clouds

that have gathered. In fact, fascism — and the

tendencies that lead toward fascism — pose a

more serious threat now than at any time since

the end of World War II.

“Warning signs include the relentless grab for

more authority by governing parties in hungary,

the Philippines, Poland and turkey — all United

States allies. the raw anger that feeds fascism

is evident across the atlantic in the growth of

nativist movements opposed to the idea of a

united europe, including in Germany, where the

right-wing alternative für Deutschland has

emerged as the principal opposition party.

“the danger of despotism is on display in the

russia of Vladimir Putin — invader of Ukraine,

meddler in foreign democracies, accused politi-

cal assassin, brazen liar and proud son of the

K.G.B. 

“Putin has just been re-elected to a new six-

year term, while in Venezuela, nicolás Maduro,

a ruthless ideologue, is poised to triumph in

sham balloting next month. In China, Xi Jinping

has persuaded a docile national People’s

Congress to lift the constitutional limit on his

tenure in power.

“around the Mediterranean, the once bright

promise of the arab Spring has been betrayed

by autocratic leaders, such as abdel Fattah el-

Sisi of egypt (also just re-elected), who use

security to justify the jailing of reporters and

political opponents. 

“thanks to allies in Moscow and tehran, the

tyrant Bashar al-assad retains his stranglehold

over much of Syria. 

In africa, the presidents who serve longest

are often the most corrupt, multiplying the harm

they inflict with each passing year. Meanwhile,

the possibility that fascism will be accorded a

fresh chance to strut around the world stage is

enhanced by the volatile presidency of Donald

trump; and thus it follows: -- If freedom is to

prevail over the many challenges to it, american

leadership is urgently required. this was among

the indelible lessons of the 20th century. But by

what he has said, done and failed to do, Mr.

trump has steadily diminished america’s posi-

tive clout in global councils.

and thus we dare suggest: -- as but one of

many small island developing states in the

world, the Bahamas is what economists would

describe as ‘price-taker’. and thus then, it fol-

lows that they who would chart the way forward

have very little room to manoeuvre.

But yet again, there comes with this realiza-

tion that whilst we might well have become

transfixed with all of that glut that comes with

the american way of living and being that, we do

not have the capacity to realize this idle ambi-

tion.

BEWARE DESPOTISM

Shut-eye

Bahamas, May 11, 2017 –

Nassau –  It is an historic

defeat and it gave the Free

National Movement the

largest victory at the polls

ever recorded for The

Bahamas, unofficially taking

34 of the 39 seats.

Coming with that victory

was one [Young] Travis

Robinson who at the age of

22 resoundingly beat veter-

an, Dr. Bernard Nottage in

Bain and Grants Town.

One of my colleagues

who was a student of mine

once upon a time recently

reported that: -- The hatchet

was in full swing, and Minnis

was determined that heads

would roll.

And thus today, I remem-

ber: -- When I was a boy in

the long ago years, I would

listen in as my parents and

their friends would warn

their brood as to how they

should be careful with edged

tools—and as I did, I figured

out that implements such as

knives, switch-blades and

scissors could hurt you in a

bad, bad way; and thus today

–as I tune into how Prime

Minister went about using [if

only by way of useful analo-

gy] a hatchet of his own

devising as [perhaps in

anger] he fired Travis

Robinson, Reece Chipman,

Frederick McAlpine and

Vaughan Miller.

The hatchet was in full

swing, and Minnis was deter-

mined that heads would roll;

with all of this but anti-cli-

max to that time when Travis

Robinson beat the PLP’s

[prodigal-son returned]

Bernard Nottage and when

Reece Chipman beat the

PLP’s  Perry ‘The Gladiator’

Christie!

Trounced, I tell you!

Wiped out, I tell you!

Slaughtered!

PLP---aLL ThE WaY---

Beaten and humiliated---

May 10th. 2017 by their

nemeses in the Free

National Movement [as led

by dr. hubert a. Minnis.

Incidentally – as I too

would agree: -- An historic

defeat and it gave the Free

National Movement the

largest victory at the polls

ever recorded for The

Bahamas, unofficially taking

34 of the 39 seats.

[Also] Coming with that

victory was one Travis

Robinson who at the age of

22 resoundingly beat veter-

an, Dr Bernard Nottage in

Bain and Grants Town.

And thus, one short year

later, I am told that: -- In

introducing the plan to raise

value-added tax (VAT) from

7.5 percent to 12 percent, the

government did so in the

absence of consultation with

key stakeholders…. In so

doing, they proved to be a

hypocritical, arrogant and

tone-deaf bunch that refuses

to listen to and engage the

people.

Indeed, then: -- If memory

[even if Google-aided] is

good for anything, please

beloved, pause and remem-

ber that time when FNM

political copy read as fol-

lows: -- “The FNM continues

to recruit and ratify exciting

and well-qualified candidates

that will serve their

Constituencies well…”

As they told us then: --

Leading the list of candidates

is 21-year-old Travis L.

Robinson, ratified to repre-

sent the Bain and Grants

Town Constituency where he

was born and raised.

And the ones who chose

him said that: -- [Young]

Travis Robinson was chosen

for this constituency, as he

knows first-hand the hard-

ships that the Over-the-Hill

Communities have faced

under PLP representation, or

lack thereof.

In that same vein, PR

copy read as follows: --

Ratified to be the standard

bearer for the Centerville

Constituency is Director of

the Public Workers

Cooperative Credit Union

Reece Chipman.

Now, dearly beloved: --

Guess what----My God-

given sense tells me that Dr.

Hubert A. Minnis would

have done himself and his

party in power a world of

good had he decided to do

nothing as regards the voices

and votes of three of his own

leadership driven choices as

to who could or would repre-

sent the Free National

Movement in The House of

Assembly; with those chosen

to carry the torch being none

other than Travis Robinson,

Reece Chipman [ the young

tw0some who trounced Perry

Gladstone Christie and

Bernard J. Nottage, respec-

tively], Vaughn Miller and

Frederick McAlpine.

As most of my friends

would know, the late Bernard

Notage was not only  a man I

admired, but that he was also

a political leader I respected

to the max; and thus – to

make what might run the risk

of being a long story, please

permit me to confess that

when I met [young Travis

Robinson and his [also quite

young public relations man] I

first laughed out loud to

myself as they both

addressed one of my classes

in the University of The

Bahamas; this I did as I con-

templated how BJ was going

to trounce the upstarts---and

lo and behold when the dust

had really settled, my friend

and hero Dr. Bernard J.

Nottage had found the exit

whilst [from Mackey Street

to Mayaguana}, the Free

National Movement exulted

in their People’s Time victo-

ry over Perry ‘The Gladiator’

Christie and his version of

the Progressive Liberal

Party—and Travis Robinson

had made history as the

youngest member of parlia-

ment in this region!

Now guess again:---

[Young] Travis Robinson has

been fired; and making mat-

ters even more galling, the

firing thing was done him by

none other than, the Hon. Dr.

Hubert A. Minnis who –as

the public now recalls- was

the very same man who once

upon a time thought that

[Young] Travis Robinson and

[Young] Reece Chipman and

[Not Young as they once

were] Frederick McAlpine

and Vaughan Miller had what

it took then to help him

become the Nation’s Chief---

Evidently, they did.

There is a sense I have

which tells me that Dr.

Minnis might have done

himself a huge harm by

accelerating the political

maturation of Chipman,

Robinson, Miller and

McAlpine.

This he did and as we

know, having done the deed,

there are men and women in

the Free National Movement

[with at least one I know who

is in the Cabinet who – if

only they were not so craven,

so crass and so cowardly—

would have joined in with

the gang of four who voted

as they did, notwithstanding

the clear possibility that they

would be subjected to the

sweet touch of an angry

man’s hatchet.

Paradoxically, therefore

there is today word in the

wind suggestive of the con-

clusion that these four men

might well find themselves

called upon [when the time is

just right] to help fire the

Chief.

The Rough Cut
By Felix F. Bethel

“…paradoxically-fired…”
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the popularity of a summer-

time wedding traces its roots to

ancient times when the cele-

brated Juno – the deity from

which the month takes its name

– ruled all aspects of women’s

lives, including childbirth and

marriage.

Fastforward a few centuries

and June brides have grown to

legendary proportions not only

in the global wedding market, a

$300 billion industry, but also in

the Bahamas. Little wonder

why Oasis, a furniture and

home décor store located in the

Sandyport Plaza on West Bay

Street, is rolling out its bridal

registry. 

the store which recently cel-

ebrated its first anniversary

aims to be the ‘one-stop unique

boutique’ featuring everything

from the basics like sofas and

dining sets to the whimsical –

one of a kind napkin rings,

scented candles, copper chan-

deliers and hand-woven rugs

from faraway lands. 

“Couples choose a bridal

registry based on two features

that are important to them.

First, they want to offer their

guests options that reflect their

taste and secondly, they want it

to be easy for their guests to

choose and purchase,” said

Brooke Phillips, who actually

realized the value of local

bridal registries in the most per-

sonal way, becoming engaged

herself. In fact, her fiance helps

out in the store.

“Being a Bahamian entre-

preneur we wanted to have our

registry in the Bahamas, not in

a chain store in the U.S. where

people could shop online,” said

Phillips, a 33-year-old certified

residential and commercial

space stager. 

“It is also important for a reg-

istry to marry taste with needs

whether the pair is starting from

scratch or looking to upgrade

an existing shared space with

modern necessities reflective

of his and her style. We help

ensure that your registry is

comprehensive and easy for

your loved ones to shop from.” 

there is no rush for a bride

to make all her selections at

once. Ms Phillips recommends

making multiple visits to the

store.

“Simply start with the basics

and add to it as you go,” she

advises. “We tell our brides to

use a wide price range in their

gift selection so guests have

options to match their price-

point. We believe wedding

guests also appreciate having

lots of choices.”

Ms Phillips stocks her stores

with items as unique as each

couple. She treks by foot,

camel, horse, mule and more

from africa to the Far east, and

across north america search-

ing for one-of-a-kind finds to

dot the Sandyport store down-

stairs from Club One Fitness

Centre.

Oasis inventory features

sofas, chairs, dining room and

end tables, fine rugs, large mir-

rors, copper-lined chandeliers,

stone sinks, hand-carved

vases, lamps and other items

too numerous to mention. 

It also provides the back-

drop for the work of local crafts-

man Morgan McKinney whose

unique hand-sculpted wood

works of practical art, are on

display exclusively at Oasis.

“We have scores of furniture

and décor items to register for,

to begin or complete a room,”

said Ms Phillips. “Couples are

guaranteed to find pieces to

love almost as much as they

cherish each other.”

a6 The Bahama Journal

thursday - June 21st, 2018 nationalneWS

SanDyPOrt’S OaSIS FUrnItUre LaUnCheS BrIDaL reGIStry

4 The Bahamas’ newest bridal registry was launched 
this month at Oasis, Sandyport, headquarters of unique

custom-crafted pieces and home décor from around 
the world.  The registry includes a range of furniture 
and soft goods from sofas and dining room sets to 
nests of candles, pillows, rugs and woven baskets. 
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a7The Bahama Journal

thursday - June 21st, 2018nationalneWS

tradeWindS 2018 -- cOMMunity Outreach at 
BahaMaS aSSOciatiOn FOr the phySically diSaBled

4 Participants in the Tradewinds 2018 military exercise from the Royal Bahamas Defence Force, the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom performed community 
outreach at the Bahamas Association for the Physically Disabled school, on June 20, 2018.  Commander of the Royal Bahamas Defence Force (RBDF) and Chief of Defence for the
Tradewinds 2018 Exercise Commodore Tellis Bethel and Major General Robert M. Branyon of the United States Southern Command joined with other officers and stakeholders in

showing support for the initiative.  Tradewinds 2018 participants painted, removed debris, cut down dead trees and assisted with general maintenance of the facility and property.

4 Tradewinds 2018 is an annual regional military training exercise that is being held in The Bahamas June 14-21; this year's exercise focuses on 
Countering Transnational Organized crime in the region. The main objective of the military event is to foster training for security forces that is "tailored for 
the region by the region," and is sponsored by the United States Southern Command.  Twenty-two partner nations of the Caribbean region, wider Americas 
and Western Europe comprising over 800 troops are participating in the exercise. The Bahamas last hosted the event in 2009. (BIS Photos/Eric Rose)
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